
Kigaliberg, the 1001st hill 
(Tour du Rwanda)

Jean Bosco Nsengimana, knocking on Hell's door (2015)



Tour du Rwanda
The race will celebrate its 18 birthday in 2016. It was created in 1988, but was cancelled from 1991 
to 2000.  From Kigali to Kigali : 7 stages + 1 ITT in prologue. In a country, whose most of the 
territory lies above 1000m asl and with a volcanic range around 4000m high, we can expect a very 
hard race. For 2016, the organizers declare 20.000m elevation gain, that means 3000m by stage and 
38 « King of the Mountain ». The most difficult stage is the 4th, from Rusizi to Huye : 4239m. More 
or less like in Liège-Bastogne-Liège. 

Official website : http://www.tourdurwanda.rw/

http://www.tourdurwanda.rw/


The hill without name
Beside a lot of climbs over 2000m, we have a big crush on a Kigali's hill, that lies 2km before the 
6th stage finish line. Neither particular name, as the streets in Kigali are named in the American way, 
only with letters and numbers : « KN xxx street ». Nor particular location, except that the finish line 
is next to the (Nyamirambo ?) Regional Stadium, in the western part of the town.

The photos and videos show a cobbled wall (500m at 10%, with a max. at 15%), swarming with 
people. Most of the cyclists are suffering, a lot are running next to their bike. The similarity with 
some Flemish « bergen » is so obvious that « Kigaliberg » seems appropriate .

After the first experience in 2015, the organizers weren't sick of it,  since they've decided to select it 
not once but twice, in a 12km circuit. Can't wait for the 19th of November!

Video (from 4.45) : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6o94SJRMPLc
or http://www.tourdurwanda.rw/Videos/Stage-6-Tour-du-Rwanda-2015-Rubavu-Kigali-136

http://www.tourdurwanda.rw/Videos/Stage-6-Tour-du-Rwanda-2015-Rubavu-Kigali-136
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6o94SJRMPLc


Area around the stadium : which is the right «  KN » ?

Welcome to hell !



Victim's testimony



Even the Yellow Jersey climbs with great difficulty


